THE POWER OF THREE!
By Doug Jones
The magic of network marketing is the LEVERAGE that can be generated by building a
network of a lot of people who do just a little bit each.
What if you could earn $20 a month on the efforts of thousands of individual business
owners who are motivated by THEIR reasons, not yours. Attractive thought isn't it?
That is why this business is so compelling to the millions of individuals who find
themselves overbooked, over-stressed, and over-committed.
The UNICITY NETWORK business is specifically designed to fit into the hectic
schedules of busy successful people. Anyone can do this! Because we get paid on 9
generations of leaders, the income potential is HUGE. And who wouldn't share
important information on how to live longer, feel better, and look younger with those
they care about? Word of mouth has always been the very best form of advertising and
our unique, patent-pending compensation plan pays you very well to share the very
important story about our products and our opportunity.
Although there is no limit to how many partners you can personally enroll in your
network, the following example vividly depicts the awesome power of the possibilities
for those who find just three serious partners who find three and so on down through
9 generations in their ever expanding and potentially huge global network.
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This is only an example of what is possible through the leverage of the 9 generation payout in the
TEAM COMMISSIONS and ORGANIZATIONAL OVERRIDES sections of the compensation
plan and is not intended as a guarantee of income. Please see the UNICITY NETWORK "A.P.T."
COMPENSATION PLAN for specific details on how to qualify for these and the other SIX profit
centers in the plan including the CAR BONUS, and the GLOBAL BONUS POOL!

SEE IT BIG and KEEP IT SIMPLE!
The key to building quickly is to help people see themselves in the picture.
Most people feel overwhelmed and like they are on an "emotional roller
coaster" as they begin to contemplate the task of building a large network,
but if you keep it simple, you can grow quickly. Just complete your getting
started checklist and then concentrate on qualifying as a TEAM LEADER
as quickly as possible and teach your downline partners to qualify as
TEAM LEADERS as quickly as possible. By focusing on this first simple
achievement level you will explode your business because it is so believable.
You become a TEAM LEADER when you have built a "TEAM BUILDING UNIT". That's when you have completed the GETTING STARTED
CHECKLIST and are on at least $100 EasyShip AND you have at least 3
personally sponsored IBOs who have also completed the GETTING
STARTED CHECKLIST and are on at least $100 EasyShip.

Team Building Unit
TL

TL = "Team Leader"
Think of the TEAM BUILDING UNIT as a "brick". Now think of a red building brick
in your backyard...by itself, a brick is pretty unimpressive. In fact, all it's good for is
stubbing your toe. BUT... if you put enough bricks together you can build a PALACE,
can't you?
EVERYONE knows they can build a TEAM BUILDING UNIT, and they know that
everyone they know could build one also ...that's what makes this business so powerful!
By simply learning and teaching this simple concept and working with your upline
support team you can begin a process that can lead to an ever-expanding and potentially huge global network...and build a substantial recurring income for your family.

